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NUtec introduces Ruby UV ink range
optimised for LED lamp curing
NUtec Digital Ink recently announced its latest UV-curable digital ink range
which has been optimised for LED lamp curing.
The Ruby range will launch with premium quality, fast curing roll-to-roll UV inks
designed for a wide range of flexible applications including self-adhesive media.
The new range performs well in a demanding, high speed printing environment,
providing good adhesion.with enhanced scuff and chemical resistance.
Ruby's superior colour gamut delivers bright, vivid images with good gloss
levels. Provided the inks are used in regular applications using suitable
substrates, the printed images will not fade unduly for up to 24 months.
All Ruby inks are supported by NUtec Digital's Ink Delivery System (IDS)
Warranty, giving end users peace of mind when choosing NUtec.

Ruby R50-RTR Printhead Compatibility:
Fujifilm Dimatix {Polaris PQ-512/(15 & 35pl), Galaxy JA 256/(30, 50 &
80pl), SE 128 (30pl), SM 128 (50pl), SL 128 (80pl), Nova JA 256/80};
Konica Minolta {KM512 14pl, KM1024 14pl};
Xaar {501 GS6, GS8, GS12 U 8-40pl,128 40pl, 1001, 1002, 1003};
ToshibaTec {CE2, CA3, CE4 (6-90pl) and CA4 (6-42pl)}
Ricoh {MH1801/1901 Gen3-E1, MH1603/1803/1903 Gen3-E3,
MH2620/2820 Gen4};
Seiko {508GS 12pl & SPT510 (35 & 80pl)}.

Ruby R20-RTR Printhead Compatibility:
Ricoh {MH5420/5440 Gen 5, MH5220 Gen 5s};
Kyocera KJ4A

What are the advantages of UV-LED lamps?
They consume at least 50% less energy than conventional UV
lamps
They have a significantly longer lifetime
No heat up time so immediately ready for use
No ozone is generated, therefore no ventilation necessary
Compact and space-saving
Sustainable and cost-effective

Recommendations & Procedures for
Printer Shutdown or Extended Inactivity

Solvent Base (SB) Printers & Water Base (WB) Printers
If Solvent or Water-base printers are to be inactive for more than 2 weeks, the
following shutdown recommendations should be followed:
Use the correct Cleaning Solution (AQF for WB and either MF or MF+ for
SB printers as previously communicated)
Remove the ink from the main ink tanks
NOTE: Ensure the main ink tanks are cleaned properly with the
correct Cleaning Solution and lint free cloth
Fill the main tanks with the correct Cleaning Solution
Purge ink lines completely with the correct Cleaning Solution, from the
main tank through the print head until flush is transparent
Ensure ink tanks are filled above the minimum level with correct Cleaning
Solution
Shut down machine. Switch OFF power to the machine

Ultra Violet (UV) Digital Printers
The UV printer shutdown procedure is slightly more detailed than WB and SB
and will ensure problem free operation when followed correctly.
If the UV printer is to be off for more than 4 days, for WHITE (WH) do the
following:
Use NUtec CMF Cleaning Solution
Remove the ink from the main ink tanks
NOTE: Ensure the main ink tanks are cleaned properly with NUtec CMF
Cleaning Solution and lint free cloth
Fill the main tanks with NUtec CMF Cleaning Solution
Purge WH ink line completely with NUtec CMF Cleaning Solution, from
the main tank through the print head until flush is transparent
Ensure valves are correctly closed, allowing no air or any leaks to occur
during shut down.
Ensure the carriage is lowered in the park position
Switch OFF power to the machine.
If the UV printer is to be off for more than 1 week, for COLOURS and CLEAR
or VARNISH do the following:
Use NUtec CMF Cleaning Solution
Remove the ink from the main ink tanks
NOTE: Ensure the main ink tanks are cleaned properly with NUtec CMF
Cleaning Solution and lint free cloth
Fill the main tanks with NUtec CMF Cleaning Solution.
Purge COLOURS & CLEAR ink lines completely with NUtec CMF
Cleaning Solution, from the main tank through the print head until flush is
transparent.
Ensure valves are correctly closed, allowing no air or any leaks to occur
during shut down.
NOTE: It is important to follow the daily and weekly preventative
maintenance guidelines as defined by the machine manufacturer.
Performing preventative maintenance on the machine improves the
longevity of the ink delivery system parts, and assists in the optimum
performance of the machine, together with the ink.
Contact support@nutecdigital.com for more.

NUtec's latest D15-TRV2 eco-solvent ink
replaces Roland's TR2 inks
NUtec has released its Diamond D15-TRV2 eco-solvent ink which is designed
as a back to back replacement for Roland TrueVIS TR2 inks.
This low smell ink requires no flushing when converting from OEM inks and is
designed for Roland TrueVIS VG, VG2, SG & SG2 printers.
The Diamond D15-TRV2 formulation offers superior abrasion and chemical
resistance while providing excellent media compatibility across a broad range
of self-adhesive and flexible substrates, including vehicle wrapping when using
film laminate.
Provided the inks are used in regular applications, using suitable substrates, the
printed mages will last for up to two years.
The Diamond D15-TRV2 eco-solvent ink is backed by NUtec Digital's Ink
Delivery System (IDS) Warranty.

Virtual tours and Online support
A gentle reminder that NUtec Digital Ink will continue to offer enhanced virtual
training and online support services, in order to stay connected with its many
global customers and distributors.
We forsee this becoming part of the new normal online activity going forward
and ask you to contact sales@nutecdigital.com for more information or to setup
a virtual date for your next training session.

PRINTING United 2020 Digital Experience
Running from October 26 through to
November 12, the PRINTING United
Digital Experience will offer more than
100 educational sessions and over 40
product launches for everyone across
all job functions to access, at no cost.
Register for FREE today! For further
information on featured speakers,
sessions and more, visit their website.

Thank you Print On UK for choosing
NUtec inks!
Print On Uk took delivery of a third Mimaki JFX200 last month and again chose
NUtec as their ink of choice - allowing them to increase their print capacity to
60,000 square metres a month!
These machines really get put through their paces at Print On UK and are a
shining example of NUtec's performance and reliability. Visit their website for
more on their offerings at www.printonuk.com
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